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Abstract 

 

With the advancement in computer-vision for healthcare, the demand for intelligent monitoring 

is growing rapidly. The automation in the identification of regular or irregular exercises of a 

patient can improve the health outcomes and can also reduce the efforts of manual monitoring. 

In this study, the work focuses on various health-oriented activities of a patient to calculate the 

range up to an abnormality scale. The proposed solution is directly dependent on the videos 

obtained from the ambient cameras to detect the physical movements. Modern methods are 

completely dependent on the amount and quality of the data used to train the system to generate 

an acute response to the current event. To handle these issues, a deep learning based 

classification methodology is proposed to address various physical abnormalities which can lead 

to a cause of health affliction. A subset of NTU RGB+D dataset with health-oriented examples 

are used to train the system. In the proposed study, 3D CNN model is used to extract the features 

from the videos and LSTM model is used to classify the activities. The proposed monitoring 

system has also utilized the characteristics of various state-of-the-art models and the outcomes 

are computed by calculating the parameters of recall, precision, accuracy, and F-measure. 

Experiments hold the evidence to justify the utility of 3D CNN model for pose classification and 

LSTM model for activity prediction in our proposed system. 

 

I. Introduction 

 

Computer-Vision is considered as one of the major advancement in surveillance and provides 

multiple effective solutions to various domains like remote sensing, public surveillance, 

autonomous transportation, healthcare, individual’s assessment, and many others. Deep learning 

methods can also be used to increase the progressive impact of computer-vision technology in 

real-time. In the domain of assessment, this developing technology has converted the path of 

manual monitoring to autonomous monitoring by maintaining the sensitiveness of the domain 

through smart-decisions to provide medical orassistive-care based services. 

 

II. Research Field 

 

To meet the requirement of patient assessment, the researchers are investing their considerable 

efforts and time to find technology-based solutions. Under such technology-based solutions, 

Computer-vision has become a platform to deal with one of the major issues of continuous 

monitoring at a considerable level. But recognizing the combination of body movements in a 
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particular sequence is not an easy task for a machine (Lin et al. (2016)). However, the advanced 

principles of computer-vision make it possible to a level of personal satisfaction (Ye et al. 

(2013), Edition et al. (2013)). Currently, Deep Neural Networks (DNN) has emerged with 

computer-vision to generate remarkable data processing and classification results (Russakovsky 

et al. (2015)). It has also demonstrated that deep learning is ready to accomplish the target of 

assessment through smart-monitoring. 

 

III. Proposed Strategy 

 
In smart monitoring, visual sensors can retrieve the physical activities from the local environment of the 

patient. The architecture of the proposed system also divided into phases as described in Fig.1 to explain 

the novel aspects of our proposed model. The fundamental aim of the proposed system is to monitor 

patients seamlessly to provide an in-depth care using computer-vision technology. The proposed 

monitoring approach is divided into four phases, namely: 

 

1. Data Generation Phase 

2. Data Normalization Phase 

3. Activity Classification Phase 

4. Decision Making Phase 

 

 
 

Fig1: The layered approach of the proposed system. 
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3.1. Phase 1 (Data Generation) 

 

Data generation phase is responsible to retrieve the data from visual sensors about the physical 

activities of the patient directly. The activity-related data is retrieved constantly from the wired 

visual sensors embedded at the location of the patient. The process of screening and transmitting 

the frames related to the complex activities of the patients is done by visual sensors in an 

efficient manner. Physiological data of the patient is collected in the sequence of frames which 

defines the existence of the subject with the type of an activity. Therefore, the data is normalized 

into an adequate format by performing various dataaugmentation techniques before sending it for 

further analysis. 

 

3.2. Phase 2 (Data Normalization) 

 

In phase 2, various data augmentation techniques and handcraft features are used to normalize 

the data before giving input to the proposed classification network. Two main reasons are 

considered for data processing and to remove the extra content from the frame: First, to maintain 

the privacy of the patient which is considered as the most sensitive constraint in video-based 

monitoring systems and second to reduce the processing cost of the model. As we know 

background also affects the activities of a person but in our system, we concentrate the patient in 

their localized monitoring area where background always remain static. The background 

detection methodology proposed by (Spasova (2014)) is used to locate the background from the 

frame. This method utilizes the coordinate points of the subject and relates the background of the 

pre-existing frame. After the identification of the correct background, the silhouette 

normalization module performs its operation to normalize the silhouette to calculate the position 

and the shape of an object as described in figure 2. 

 

 
Fig2: Data Normalization using handcraft techniques 

 

3.2. Phase 3 (Abnormal activity classification) 

 

Abnormality Classification: The requisite real-time sampled data is compared with the video 

templates on which the proposed system is trained. Different video templates are formed to 

classify the type of health abnormalities. Eachclass includes different physical activities and 

events which can prompt patient’s health in severe condition.The proposed methodology is 

designed by combining the several layers of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) withLong 
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Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model for feature extractionand classification of the activities in a 

continuous manner. Usually, the more elevated features are acquired from the finallayers of the 

CNN network, and the lower-level features are generated by the upper layers of the network 

(LeCun et al.(2015)). First, we trained the CNN architecture independentlyby associating with 

the two Fully Connected (FC) layers to classify the body posture and then the feature vectors 

related tobody posture are transferred to the LSTM model to determine the type of an activity as 

described in figure 3. 

 

 
Fig3: The proposed Activity recognition and classification methodology. 

 

3.3. Phase 4 (Smart notification generation) 

 

The proposed activity classification methodology calculates the abnormality status of the patient. 

To calculate the patient physical state, the anomalous activity templates are used to train and test 

the system. If the value generated by the classification model lies to any activity class on which 

thesystem is trained, the health status of the patient is considered as unsteady and a prompt 

action needed to perform by the caretaker or doctor. Algorithm 1 defines the procedure to 

determine the physical state of the patient based on sampled data. 

 

Algorithm 1: Physical state determination with safety notification generation 

Input: Video template related to anomalous activity. 

Output: Current physical status and alert generation. 
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Step 1: Calculate the probability value of the current activity template performed by the patient. 

Step 2: for i=1 to n frame segments 

Step 2.1: if (Result value (i) = Activity class (N)) Then 

Physical State = Unsecured 

Generate an alert signal to caretaker and doctor with patient’s current physical state information. 

Step 2.3: Else Physical State = Secure 

Step 3: Repeat step 1. 

Step 4: Exit 

 
Fig 4: Physical state determination and alarm generation process. 

 

The more simplified procedure of alert generation mechanism is described diagrammatically 

presented in Fig. 4. Initially, the activity-based results generated by phase 3 is transferred to 

phase 4 to test the physical state of the patient whether steady or unsteady. The patient’s current 

physical state is calculatedby algorithm 1. If the Result value (i) = Activity class(N) condition 

become true then the alerts based notifications are  sent to corresponding doctor and caretaker to 

provide an assessment to the patient according to the current event information generated by the 

classification model. 

 

IV. Conclusion 

 

By the indulgence of artificial intelligence in computer-vision, the activity recognition process 

can be made more reliable and effective. The main aim of this article is to illustrate the proposed 

patient monitoring system based on the captured activity patterns by using the advanced deep 

learning methods. Moreover, this proposed system includes the key factor of the decision-

making process by generating an alert in the form of notification to caretaker and doctor of the 

patient to handle the critical physical state of the patient. The temporal feature describes the most 

important factor for abnormality recognition. 3D CNN model incorporates to extract the features 

(spatial and temporal) from the video templates. To improvise the extraction and recognition the 

motion of the subject from the given input, 3D CNN model is also trained on the 9 health 

activities of NTU RGB+D dataset. The 3D feature maps generated from 3D CNN model is fed to 

LSTM layer to recognize the sequence of the anomalous event. By developing a patient 

monitoring system with an alert mechanism to deliver particular time instance based physical 

state increases the productivity and utility of the system. Statistical results are quite helpful to 
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decide the performance and the efficiency of the system to handle thecritical health state of the 

patient. 
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